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Abstract— Multihop wireless networks implement (MWNs) 

many useful applications in military and Emergency 

situations. In civilian applications of MWNs, specifically a 

selfish node is an economically rational nodes whose 

objective is to maximize its own welfare. A selfish node will 

need incentives/credits in order to forward others messages. 

A Report based payment scheme uses credits to motivate the 

nodes to co-operate in relaying other’s packet by making co-

operation more beneficial then selfishness. In this scheme 

the nodes submit lightweight payment reports containing 

charges and rewards of different sessions to the Trusted 

Party(TP) to update their credit account. The TP verifies the 

reports and classifies them into fair and cheating reports  by 

checking the consistency of the reports and clears the 

payment for the nodes that submit fair reports and evict the 

cheating nodes that submit incorrect reports. 

Keywords: Payment schemes, Selfish node, Evidence, 

Reports. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

So far applications of MWNs have been envisioned mainly 

for emergency and military situations. In such applications, 

all of the nodes in the network belong to a single authority 

and therefore have a common objective. As a result co-

operation among the nodes can be assumed. However it is 

possible to deploy MWNs for civilian applications as well. 

In such emergency civilian applications, the nodes typically  

do not belong to a single authority, consequently co-

operation behavior such as forwarding each other’s 

messages, cannot be directly assumed. The assumption that 

the nodes are willing to spend their scare resources, such as 

battery energy, cpu, cycles and available network bandwidth 

to relay other’s packet with compensation cannot be held for 

civilian applications where nodes are autonomous and aim 

to maximize their welfare. 

The fairness issue arises when the selfish nodes 

make use of the co-operative nodes to relay their packet 

without any contribution to them, and thus the co-operative 

nodes are unfairly overloaded because the network traffic is 

concentrated through them. The selfish behavior also 

degrades the network connectivity significantly which may 

cause the multihop communications to fail [6] .Fairness can 

be enforced by rewarding the nodes that relay more packet 

and charging the nodes that send more packets. Payment 

schemes[7] uses credits to motivate the nodes to co-operate 

in relaying other’s packet by making co-operation more 

beneficial then selfishness. The nodes earn credits to get 

their packet relayed by others.The existing payment 

schemes can be classified into tamper-proof-device (TPD)-

based and receipt-based schemes. In TPD-based payment 

schemes  a TPD is installed in each node to store and 

manage its credit account and secure its operation. For 

receipt-based payment schemes  an offline central unit 

called the accounting center stores and manages the nodes’ 

credit accounts. The nodes usually submit undeniable proofs 

for relaying packets, called receipts, to the AC to update 

their credit accounts. The existing receipt-based payment 

schemes impose significant processing and communication 

overhead and implementation complexity. Since a trusted 

party may not be involved in communication sessions, the 

nodes compose proofs of relaying others’ packets, called 

receipts, and submit them to an offline accounting center 

(AC) to clear the payment. Also the receipts’ size is large 

because they carry security proofs, e.g., signatures, to secure 

the payment, which significantly consumes the nodes’ 

resources and the available bandwidth in submitting them 

and AC has to apply a large number of cryptographic 

operations to verify the receipts, which may require 

impractical computational power and make the practical 

implementation of these schemes complex or inefficient. 

Therefore a Report based payment scheme for MWNs is 

introduces to stimulate node co-operation, regulate packet 

transmission and enforce fairness. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section II summarizes related work. Section III defines the 

RACE method and proposes the report based payment 

scheme and Section IV explains the implementation of 

RACE method. Section V presents the results of our work. 

Finally the conclusion of paper is in section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

“Sprite: A Simple, Cheat-Proof, Credit Based System for 

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks” was proposed by s. Zhong, J. 

Chen and R.Yang[1].In this method a simple cheat-proof, 

credit-based system for simulating co operation among 

selfish nodes in mobile ad hoc networks is explained. This 

system provides incentive for mobile nodes to co-operate 

and report actions honestly. Compared with previous 

approaches this system does not require any tamper proof 

hardware at any node. Evaluations of a prototype 

implementation show that the overhead is small. Simulation 

and analysis shows that mobile nodes can cooperate and 

forward each others messages unless the resource of each 

node is extremely low. The main drawback in this approach 

is that, for each message, the source node signs the identities 

of the nodes in the route and the message, and sends the 

signature as a proof for sending a message. The intermediate 

nodes verify the signature, compose receipts containing the 

identities of the nodes in the route and the source node’s 

signature, and submit the receipts to the AC to claim the 

payment. The AC verifies the source node’s signature to 

make sure that the payment is correct. However, the receipts 

overwhelm the network because the scheme generates a 

receipt per message. M. Mahmoud and X.Shen proposed 

“Stimulating Cooperation in Multihop Wireless Networks 

Using Cheating Detection System,”[2] .In this scheme a 

novel incentive mechanism to stimulate co-operation in 

multi-hop wireless networks has explained. Fairness is 

achieved by using credits to reward the co- operative nodes. 

The overhead is significantly reduced by using cheating 
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detection system to secure the payment. Extensive security 

analysis demonstrates that the CDS can identify the cheating 

nodes efficiently under different cheating strategies. 

Simulation results show that the overhead of the proposed 

incentive mechanism is incomparable with the existing ones. 

The main drawback of this method is that CDS  uses 

statistical methods to identify the cheating nodes that submit 

incorrect payment. However, due to the nature of the 

statistical methods, the colluding nodes may manage to steal 

credits, and some honest nodes may be falsely accused of 

cheating which is called false accusations. Moreover, some 

cheating nodes may not be identified which is called missed 

detections, and it may take long time to identify the cheating 

nodes. N.Salem, Buttyan.J. Hubaux, and M. Jkobsson 

proposed a method called “A Node Cooperation in Hybrid 

Ad Hoc Networks”[3].In this method a charging and 

rewarding scheme to encourage the most fundamental 

operation, namely packet forwarding has explained. “MAC 

layering” to reduce the space overhead in the packets and a 

stream cipher encryption mechanism to provide “implicit 

authentication” of the nodes involved in the communication 

has explained. The robustness of the proposed protocol 

provides protection against malicious and thwart rational 

attacks. The disadvantages of this method is that payment 

scheme has been proposed for hybrid ad-hoc networks, but 

involving the base stations in every communication session 

may lead to suboptimal routes when the source and 

destination nodes reside in the same cell. In addition, 

corrupted messages are relayed to the base stations before 

they are dropped because the intermediate nodes cannot 

verify the authenticity and the integrity of the messages. J. 

Pan, L. Cai, x. shen, and J. Mark proposed “Identity-Based 

Secure Collaboration in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks,” [4]. In 

this scheme a lightweight and cheat-resistant micropayment 

scheme to stimulate and compensate collaborative peers that 

sacrifice their resources to relay packets for others peers has 

explained. It shows when security and collaboration 

measures are properly enforced, profitable collaboration is a 

preferable  strategy for all peers in ad hoc networks. The 

Disadvantages of this method is that each node has to 

contact the AC in each communication session to get coins 

to buy packets from the previous node in the route. 

However, the interactive involvement of the AC in each 

session is inefficient, causes long delay, and creates a 

bottleneck. H.Zhu x. Lin, R.lu,Y Fan and shen proposed  

“SMART: A Secure Multilayer Credit Based Incentive 

Scheme for Delay-Tolerant Networks,”[5].In this scheme a 

fully distributed manner to thwart various attacks without 

relying on any tamperproof hardware has explained. Several 

efficiency optimization techniques to improve the overall 

efficiency by exploiting the unique characteristics of DNTs 

has also explained. It uses layered coins and can secure the 

payment against a wide range of attacks such as Credit-

Forgery, Nodular-Tontine, and Submission-Refusal. The 

Disadvantages of this method is that the payment scheme 

designed for DNTs may not be efficiently applicable to 

MWNs because DNTs lack fully connected end-to-end 

routes and tolerate long packet delivery delay. 

III. RACE METHOD 

This method has mainly four phases.1)Communication 

phase,2)Classifier phase,3)Identifying cheater phase, 

4)Credit update phase . 

In communication phase, the nodes are involved in 

communication sessions and Evidences and payment reports 

are composed and temporarily stored. The nodes accumulate 

the payment reports and submit them in batch to the TP. For 

classifier phase, the TP classifies the reports into fair and 

cheating .For the identifying cheater phase, the TP requests 

the Evidences from the nodes that are involved in cheating 

reports to identify the cheating nodes. The cheating nodes 

are evicted and the payment reports are corrected. Finally 

the credit-account update phase, the AC clears the payment 

reports. 

The detailed explanation of the four  phases is as 

follows 

A. Communication  

The Communication phase has four process.1)Route 

establishment,2)data transmission,3) Evidence composition, 

and 4) payment report composition/submission. 

 
Fig. 1: General design of the RACE Method 

1) Route Establishment:  

In order to establish an end–to-end route, the source node 

broadcasts the Route Request(RREQ) packet containing the 

identities of the source(IDS)  node and  destination 

node(IDD), time stamp(Ts), and Time-To-Live(TTL). TTL 

is the maximum number of intermediate nodes. After a node 

receives the RREQ packet, it appends it identity and 

broadcasts the packet if the number of intermediate nodes is 

fewer than TTL. The destination node composes the Route 

Reply(RREP) packet for the nodes broadcasted the first 

received RREQ packet, and sends the packet back to the 

source node. 

2) Data transmission: 

The source node sends data packets to the destination node 

through the established route and the destination node 

replies with ACK packets. 

3) Evidence composition: 

Evidence is defined as information that is used to establish 

proof about the occurrence of an event or action, the time of 

occurrence, the parties involved in the event, and the 

outcome of the event. The purpose of an Evidence is to 

resolve a dispute about the amount of the payment resulted 

from data transmission. 

4) Payment report composition/submission: 

A payment report contains the session identifier, a flag bit 

and the number of message. All the nodes submit the reports 
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to the trusted party . The trusted party verifies the 

consistency of the report and classifies them into fair and 

cheating reports. For fair reports the nodes credit account is 

updated and for cheating reports the cheating nodes are 

identified and eviction of such nodes  takes place. 

B. Classifier 

After receiving a session’s payment reports, the AC verifies 

them by investigating the consistency of the reports, and 

classifies them into fair or cheating. For fair reports, the 

nodes submit correct payment reports, but for cheating 

reports, at least one node does not submit the reports or 

submits incorrect reports, e.g., to steal credits or pay less. 

Fair reports can be for complete or broken sessions. For a 

complete session, all the nodes in the session report the 

same number of messages. 

C. Identifying Cheaters 

In the Identifying Cheaters’ phase, the TP processes the 

cheating reports to identify the cheating nodes and correct 

the financial data. Our objective of securing the payment is 

preventing the attackers (singular of collusive) from stealing 

credits or paying less, i.e., the attackers should not benefit 

from their misbehaviors. We should also guarantee that each 

node will earn the correct payment even if the other nodes in 

the route collude to steal credits. The AC requests the 

Evidence only from the node that submits report with more 

payment instead of all the nodes in the route because it 

should have the necessary and undeniable proofs (signatures 

and hash chain elements) for identifying the cheating 

node(s). In this way, the AC can precisely identify the 

cheating nodes with requesting few Evidences. 

D. Credit-Account Update 

The Credit-Account Update phase receives fair and 

corrected payment reports to update the nodes’ credit 

accounts. The payment reports are cleared using the 

charging and rewarding policy. In receipt-based payment 

schemes, a receipt can be cleared once it is submitted 

because it carries undeniable security proof, but the AC in 

RACE has to wait until receiving the reports of all nodes in 

a route to verify the payment. The maximum payment 

clearance delay (or the worst case timing) occurs for the 

sessions that are held shortly after at least one node contacts 

the AC and the node submits the report after the certificate 

lifetime. 

The Advantage of the RACE method is 

 Cheating nodes are evicted. 

 No false accusations or Missed detection.. 

 Requires less number of cryptographic operations. 

 Routing time will be reduced. 

 Increased Quality of service   

IV. IMPLEMENTATION  

RACE- A Report Based Secure payment Scheme for MWNs 

is implemented using NS 2. NAM window provides the 

graphical representation of the simulation. The topology 

used is as shown in the Figure. Initially the network will 

identify all its neighbor nodes using Euclidian distance. 

Once the neighbor nodes have been identified the nodes 

within a particular network will keep sending hello 

messages to its neighbor node. This hello message indicates 

that the node is active in the network. 

 

Fig. 2:  RACE implementation of the above Topology. 

Initially nodes are created and deployed randomly 

in their initial position, and  all the nodes will be given 

certain amount of energy  in order to make the transaction. 

As the transaction takes place the energy gets down as 

shown in  the above figure 2. Then clusters are formed and 

Cluster Head (CH) is formed based on their energy levels, 

here the CH communicates with its cluster members (CM), 

CH verifies its CM reports and evidences from Accounting 

Centre (AC) and the data transmission is done through CH. 

In the above figure Node-2,9,16,18 is elected as leader 

based on Energy. Data transmission from source to 

destination takes place through these cluster heads. Small 

dots indicates the data transmission and big dots indicates 

the packet drop from the cheating nodes. The packet 

dropping nodes are identified and eviction of cheating nodes 

takes place from the Trusted party.  

V. RESULTS 

The concept of RACE is being used in the wireless networks 

is to stimulate the co-operation among the nodes in secure 

data transmission and to get secure payment for nodes 

involved in secure data transmission. Network simulator  is 

used for simulation. The simulation results for the above 

topology is explained below. 

 

Fig. 3: Communication overhead 

A. Communication overhead: 

It depends on the number and the size of receipts and 

reports. The number of receipts and reports generated in a 

session depends on the frequency of breaking the route 

between the source and destination nodes because a new 
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receipt/report is generated when the route is broken, and 

therefore, the MAC layer and the simulation parameters will 

have the same effect on RACE and the receipt-based 

payment schemes. From figure 3 , RACE requires less 

communication among the nodes compared to normal 

scheme for a given time and number of nodes. Since each 

cluster as Cluster head nodes communicate with their 

respective cluster head and sends the data to the cluster head 

hence communication among the nodes is reduced and thus  

increases the Throughput. The throughput is high at 25 

millisecond and as and  when the number of nodes and time 

increases the throughput decreases to a minimum extent and 

continuous to be same till the end  when compared to 

Normal method. 

The interpretation of graph is as follows: 

X axis: Number of nodes 

Y axis: Time in milliseconds 

In the graph Red color indicates the  RACE method and 

Green color line indicates the plot for Normal method. 

 
Fig. 4: Packet Delivery Ratio 

B. Packet delivery ratio:  

It is the ratio of the number of delivered data packet to the 

destination. This illustrates the level of delivered data to the 

destination. 

∑ Number of packet receive / ∑ Number of packet 

send 

The greater value of packet delivery ratio means 

the better performance of the protocol. 

The graph of packet delivery ratio is as shown in 

the Fig. 4 

The interpretation of graph is as follows: 

 X axis: Packet Delivery Ratio 

 Y axis: Time in milliseconds 

As shown in the figure4 at 25 milliseconds the packet 

delivery ratio is more in RACE method compared to Normal 

method. At the initial time of data transmission itself RACE 

gives more packet delivery ratio when compared to Normal 

method. As time and Number of nodes increases the RACE 

gives better results compared to Normal method. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Compared to the other approaches used for payment 

scheme, RACE- Report based payment scheme is better as it 

stimulates the co-operation among the nodes in secure data 

transmission and can significantly reduce the overhead of 

submitting the payment reports and clear the payment with 

almost no cryptographic operations or processing overhead 

when cheating actions are infrequent because widespread 

cheating is not expected in civilian applications because the 

common users do not have the technical knowledge to 

tamper with their devices and the manufacturing companies 

(which are limited) cannot sacrifice their reputation and face 

liability for making tampered devices. Moreover, a cheating 

node is evicted once it commits one cheating action, and 

changing identity is not easy or cheap, e.g., the TP can 

impose fees for issuing new certificates. 
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